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1 Introduction and summary

Recent years have witnessed great progress in our understanding of the nonperturbative

dynamics of supersymmetric field theories. A key factor has been the development of new

computational techniques that lead to a large class of new exact results. Despite this

progress, it has been proven hard to extend these techniques to compute correlators of

local operators inserted at arbitrary points for theories in more than two dimensions. In

the context of supersymmetric localization, for instance, this is typically not possible, as

one is restricted to the cohomology induced by the localizing supercharge.

The situation is quite different in the case of superconformal theories, where, in addi-

tion to supersymmetry, one can make use of the constraining power of conformal invari-

ance. An important result in this direction was presented in [1], where, in the context of

N = 2 SCFTs in four dimensions, a chiral-algebra structure, proper of two-dimensional

models, was identified in the correlation functions of certain protected operators. These

are so-called Schur operators, i.e. Higgs-branch operators belonging to the cohomology of

a pair of suitable nilpotent supercharges mixing the R-symmetry. Similar constructions

have unveiled vertex operator algebras hidden in six-dimensional N = (2, 0) theories [2],

and one-dimensional topological sectors of N = 4 SCFTs in three dimensions associated,

respectively, with the Higgs and the Coulomb branch [3, 4].

This analysis, carried out at the level of the superconformal algebra, was later ap-

proached from a path-integral point of view. In the case of three dimensions, the authors

of [5] were able, by means of supersymmetric localization, to obtain a Lagrangian de-

scription of the one-dimensional Higgs-branch sector for theories on S3. Interestingly, the

construction still holds when one introduces a certain mass deformation, thus breaking

away from the realm of conformal theories. The same approach was later extended to the

Coulomb-branch sector through mirror symmetry [6, 7], and to five dimensions [8]. For

other recent developments, see also [9–11].

Further results have been obtained in four dimensions. A duality between N = 2

theories on S4 and a symplectic boson system on S2 was identified in [12]. More recently, a

correspondence between a β-γ system on the two-torus and N = 2 theories on S3×S1 was

also established [13, 14]. The link between three and four dimensions was explored in [15–

17]. Notably, for four-dimensional theories it has not yet been possible to deviate from the

conformal point since the dualities explored in [12–14] make explicit use of features exclusive

to superconformal field theories, such as non-trivial U(1)r R-symmetry background fields.

What these constructions have in common is the idea that protected sectors of the

theories under consideration could be described by lower dimensional models with sup-

port on special submanifolds singled out by the cohomology induced by suitable nilpotent

supercharges. This suggests the possibility to address this problem by means of a geo-

metric approach that could span diverse backgrounds. Indeed, this is one of the goals of

the present paper. We apply this idea to N = 4 matter theories in three dimensions and

derive a formula that generates the actions of the dual one-dimensional models. With this

formula we study a geometric background that has not been previously considered in the

literature, namely S2 × S1. Partition functions of supersymmetric theories on Sd−1 × S1
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are referred to as d-dimensional supersymmetric indices. In particular, if the theory on

Sd−1 × S1 is conformal, the partition function provides its superconformal index. The

fact that d-dimensional supersymmetric indices are encoded by (d−2)-dimensional models

was first observed for d = 4 by conveniently rewriting the corresponding matrix inte-

grals [18]. First-principles derivations based on cohomological arguments appeared later

on by studying suitable limits of the superconformal index [1, 13]. A similar derivation for

three-dimensional supersymmetric indices had not yet appeared in the literature: we fill

such a gap in this paper by finding the quantum mechanics underlying a three-dimensional

hypermultiplet index. Moreover, it was found [3–5] that N = 4 SCFTs in three dimensions

enjoy a one-dimensional OPE algebra with an associated noncomutative star product (see

also [19] for a more mathematically-oriented perspective). Indeed, we are able to identify

such a structure in our quantum mechanics even in the presence of a mass deformation.

Summary of results. In the present work we consider a theory of N = 4 hypermultiplets

conformally coupled to some three-manifold M . The theory has generic R-symmetry

twisting and weak gauging of the flavor current. If the algebra generated by a supercharge

Q contains a real isometry Lv we show that, when the action of the theory is restricted to

Q-closed field configurations, it localizes on S1d, a one-dimensional action with support on

Mv, the fixed-point locus of v in M . Through the Atiyah-Bott-Berline-Vergne formula we

are able to derive the general expression

S1d =

∫
Mv

2q̃ȧ(εȧċDµ + Φȧċγµ)qċ

ev(NMv)
dxµ , (1.1)

where q and q̃ are suitable contractions of Killing spinors on M with hypermultiplet scalars,

Dµ is a covariant derivative, Φȧċ are scalar fields of a background vector multiplet, and

ev(NMv) is the v-equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle NMv. Along the lines

of [5, 20], we interpret the above as the action functional of a one-dimensional quantum

theory that produces correlation functions of BPS operators inserted on Mv.

The formula (1.1) can be directly applied to various geometries. We first consider

the case of M ' S3 and show that, by choosing some v generating a circle action, we

obtain a theory on Mv ' S1 that matches [5]. Thus, we turn our attention to the case of

M ' S2×S1, which is new. By selecting v to be the azimuthal rotation on the two-sphere,

we localize on a one-dimensional theory with support on two disjoint circles located at the

north and south poles of S2. Its action reads

S1d = 2πr

∫ 2π

0
q̃+(t) (∂t − iζ) q+(t) dt+ 2πr

∫ 2π

0
q̃−(t) (∂t − iζ∗) q−(t) dt , (1.2)

where the integration is over the two copies of S1, the fields are protected Higgs-branch

operators and ζ = a− iβσ is some combination of fields in the background vector multiplet.

We study the path integral of such quantum mechanics by addressing the problem of

identifying the correct integration cycle and by showing that its partition function pre-

cisely matches its three-dimensional counterpart. Indeed, the quantum mechanics with

action (1.2) computes Zhyper, which is the supersymmetric index of a N = 4 hypermul-

tiplet with a real mass deformation σ and a flavor fugacity a. The hypermultiplet index
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given by Zhyper is divergent whenever σ = 0 and a ∈ Z. This is not inconsistent as super-

symmetric indices are not supposed to be analytic functions of the fugacities, but rather

meromorphic ones [21]. More precisely, in four dimensions the residues of the index at poles

in flavor fugacities were linked to indices of dual theories coupled to surface defects [22].

We then use the theory to compute BPS correlators of Higgs-branch operators. Sim-

ilarly to [4, 5], we find that these are essentially topological in nature and define a star

product that induces a noncommutative algebra of operators. Such a product acts on

one-dimensional su(N) flavor symmetry currents J ij with

J ij ∗ Jkl = J ij J
k
l + δil J

k
j − δkj J il −

(
δkjδ

i
l −

1

N
δijδ

k
l

)
. (1.3)

Finally, we introduce N = (2, 2) defects with support on S2 and couple them to the bulk

theory through twisted superpotentials. Because Q is compatible with the standard choice

of localizing supercharge on the two-sphere, we are able to localize the resulting theory

and write its partition function as that of a coupled system of zero- and one-dimensional

quantum theories.

Outlook. It would be interesting to extend the formalism developed in this paper to

gauge theories with dynamical vector multiplets. Especially, we would like to understand

how BRST symmetry modifies (1.1) and which one-dimensional models capture the degrees

of freedom of three-dimensional vector multiplets. Incorporating gauge theories in our

language would also allow to investigate the way mirror symmetry manifests itself at the

level of one-dimensional actions.

Moreover, supersymmetric localization was successfully applied to theories defined

on non-compact manifolds [23–26] and on manifolds with boundaries [27–30]. Generaliz-

ing (1.1) to such instances would be a natural direction to explore. In that case, it should

be possible to make contact with [31–33], where the interplay between boundary conditions

and cohomology classes of BPS operators was studied.

Furthermore, we expect that our construction has a direct uplift to higher dimensions.

We wish to report on these points in future publications.

Outline on the paper. In section 2 we review three-dimensional N = 4 multiplets

conformally coupled to curved backgrounds, their actions and the associated superalgebras.

In section 3 we provide a detailed explanation of the cohomological approach we adopt

to localize three-dimensional models down to one-dimensional ones. As an example, we

apply our general formula to hypermultiplets on the three-sphere. The outcome is a one-

dimensional theory on a great circle of S3, in agreement with [5].

In section 4 we use our general formula upon a novel instance, namely hypermulti-

plets on S2 × S1 with isometry superalgebra su(2|2). We explicitly find the corresponding

Killing spinors as well as the background vector multiplet yielding a real mass deformation

and a non-trivial flavor holonomy along S1. In this case, the result of the cohomological

localization is a one-dimensional theory on two circles sitting at antipodal points of the

two-sphere.

– 3 –
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In section 5 we use the one-dimensional action found in section 4 to compute correlation

functions of BPS operators built out of hypermultiplet scalars. Furthermore, we compute

the partition function of the one-dimensional model and check that it matches the partition

function of the original three-dimensional theory. Finally, we employ Morse theory, as an

alternative to the BPS ansatz, to find an integration cycle for the path integral of the theory.

In section 6 we discuss the connection between the BPS correlators of the localized

theory and those of an associated topological model. We introduce a noncommutative star

product between operators and apply it in particular to the flavor Noether currents of the

one-dimensional theory.

In section 7 we couple the three-dimensional theory on S2 × S1 to two-dimensional

defects supported on S2. Specifically, we find the subalgebra of su(2|2) preserved by the

defects and the corresponding two-dimensional Killing spinors. Then, we couple the bulk

mulitplets to the defect multiplets through twisted superpotentials and proceed to localize

the resulting theory.

2 N = 4 supersymmetry in three dimensions

We consider a three-dimensional theory with N dynamical N = 4 hypermultiplets. These

have components

(qa, q̃a, ψȧ, ψ̃ȧ) . (2.1)

For all fields, we keep explicit the indices associated with the R-symmetry algebra repre-

sentation that acts on them. In particular, the scalars qa, q̃a and the spinors ψȧ, ψ̃ȧ belong,

respectively, to the (2,1) and (1,2) representation of su(2)H ⊕ su(2)C. Although flavor

indices are kept implicit, one should keep in mind that the components of the N hyper-

multiplets transform under the fundamental representation of the flavor group USp(2N).

We will also refer to the flavor subgroup U(N), which is embedded in the fundamental

representation of USp(2N) as N⊕N.

The multiplets are coupled to various background fields. The R-symmetry currents

are coupled to background flat connections AH and AC. The theory is then conformally

coupled to the rigid geometry of a closed three-dimensional manifold M with metric g.

Finally, the current associated with a subgroup G of the U(N) flavor subgroup is coupled

to a background vector multiplet whose top component is the G-connection A. We denote

with g the Lie algebra of G and with R : g→ u(N) its representation. All these background

connections enter in the definition of the covariant derivative

D = ∇− iAH − iAC − iA . (2.2)

Superconformal transformations are generated by spinors ξaȧ that are solutions of the

conformal Killing equation

Dµξ
aȧ = γµη

aȧ , (2.3)
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for some spinor ηaȧ. Both ξaȧ and ηaȧ belong to the (2,2) representation of the R-symmetry

algebra. These define the supersymmetry transformations

δqa = ξaȧψȧ ,

δq̃a = ξaȧψ̃ȧ , (2.4)

and

δψȧ = iγµξaȧDµq
a + iηaȧq

a − iξaċΦȧ
ċqa ,

δψ̃ȧ = iγµξaȧDµq̃
a + iq̃aηaȧ + iξaċq̃

aΦȧ
ċ , (2.5)

which close on shell on the superconformal algebra osp(4|4) or a subalgebra thereof, ac-

cording to M .

The theory has action

Son =

∫
M
?Lon (2.6)

where

Lon = Dµq̃aDµqa − iψ̃ȧγµDµψȧ +R/8 q̃aqa − q̃a(iDac + 1/2 εacΦ
ȧċΦȧċ)q

c + iψ̃ȧΦ
ȧċψċ .

(2.7)

The scalar fields Dac and Φȧċ are, together with the connection A, the bosonic degrees of

freedom of the background vector multiplet. These take value in the Lie algebra g of G

and belong, respectively, to the (3,1), (1,3) and (1,1) representations of the R-symmetry

algebra. The mass term for the scalars, proportional to the Ricci curvature R, comes from

the conformal coupling with the geometry.

The action above is invariant under (2.4) and (2.5), provided that a BPS condition is

imposed on the background fields. In fact, the variation of the action, according to the

transformations above, reads

δSon =

∫
M
?(iq̃aδλaȧψ

ȧ − iψ̃ȧδλaȧq
a) (2.8)

where

δλaȧ = −i/2 εµνργρξaȧFµν −Da
cξcȧ − iγµξa

ċDµΦċȧ + 2iΦȧ
ċηaċ + i/2 ξaḋ[Φ

ċ
ȧ ,Φ

ḋ
ċ ] , (2.9)

is the expression of the supersymmetric variation of the gaugini for a dynamical vector

multiplet. The action is therefore supersymmetric for any choice of background fields

that satisfy

δλaȧ = 0 . (2.10)

Furthermore, we impose the following reality conditions on the background fields

(ABµ )∗ = +ABµ ,

(ΦB
ȧċ)
∗ = −Φȧċ B ,

(DB
ac)
∗ = −DacB , (2.11)
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where we have indicated with B the Lie-algebra index associated with a given basis

{tB} for g.

The supersymmetry algebra generated by the transformations (2.4) and (2.5) closes

on shell. The reader can find a detailed account of this in appendix B. No known finite

set of auxiliary fields can bring off shell the entire representation of the superconformal

algebra acting on the multiplet. However, it is possible to bring off shell subsets of the

algebra, and this will be a crucial step in our localization procedure. This can be realized

by considering a modified Lagrangian,

L = Lon + G̃aGa , (2.12)

where two auxiliary fields, Ga and G̃a have been introduced. These belong to the same

representations of the scalars qa and q̃a, respectively. Supersymmetry acts on them with

δGa = νaȧ(γµDµψȧ − Φȧċψ
ċ) ,

δG̃a = νaȧ(γµDµψ̃ȧ + ψ̃ċΦȧċ) , (2.13)

and to accommodate for their introduction, we also need to modify the variation of the

fermions as

δψȧ = iγµξaȧDµq
a + iηaȧq

a − iξaċΦȧ
ċqa − iνaȧG

a ,

δψ̃ȧ = iγµξaȧDµq̃
a + iq̃aηaȧ + iξaċq̃

aΦȧ
ċ − iνaȧG̃

a . (2.14)

The above are written in terms of the auxiliary spinors νaȧ, which should be intended as

functions of ξaȧ. To ensure off-shell closure, the auxiliary spinors should satisfy

ξa
u̇νbu̇ = 0 ,

(νcȧ)α (νcċ)β = (ξcċ)α (ξcȧ)β ,

ν(a
u̇γµDµνb)u̇ = −2i/3 ξ(a

u̇γµDµξb)u̇ . (2.15)

To quantize the theory, we specify reality conditions for the bosonic degrees of freedom

in the path integral,

q̃a = (qa)
∗ ,

G̃a = (Ga)
∗ . (2.16)

The conditions above guarantee that the bosonic part of the action is positive semidefinite.

3 Cohomological approach

As explained in appendix B, a given supercharge Q associated with a conformal Killing

spinor ξaȧ squares to a combination of various bosonic symmetries. Among these, there is

a conformal isometry generated by the conformal Killing vector v

vµ = iξaȧγµξaȧ . (3.1)

– 6 –
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In our analysis, we will focus on a certain subset of supercharges. In particular, we choose

a ξaȧ such that the associated v is real and has vanishing divergence,

0 = div v = 6iξaȧηaȧ . (3.2)

Such a v obeys the Killing equation

Lvg = 0 (3.3)

and generates proper real isometries on M .

We also introduce two scalars, defined with

Xac = ξa
ȧξcȧ , X̄ȧċ = ξaȧξaċ , (3.4)

which respectively belong to the (3,1) and the (1,3) representation of su(2)H ⊕ su(2)C.

These obey the identities

4XauX
uc = δa

c|v|2 , 4X̄ȧu̇X̄
u̇ċ = δȧ

ċ|v|2 . (3.5)

Let us then consider the set of points where v vanishes, i.e. the set of fixed points of

the circle-group action generated by v. This is a submanifold Mv that can be decomposed

as the union

Mv =
⋃
i

Mi , (3.6)

in terms of disjoint Mi ' S1 [34]. Our goal is to show that, when we impose the BPS

condition

ψȧ = 0 , δψȧ = 0 ,

ψ̃ȧ = 0 , δψ̃ȧ = 0 , (3.7)

the action

S =

∫
M
?L (3.8)

localizes on an action for a one-dimensional scalar theory with support on Mv. This can be

shown in the context of (abelian) equivariant cohomology. We introduce the v-equivariant

differential

dv = d− ιv (3.9)

and

Ω = ?L + α1 , (3.10)

the sum of the 3-form Lagrangian ?L and the one-form α1 defined as

α1 = Xac(q̃
aDqc −Dq̃aqc) + q̃aqaw + 2q̃aΛacq

c (3.11)

– 7 –
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where

wµ = ξuu̇γµηuu̇ ,

(Λac)µ = (ξaȧγµξcċ)Φ
ȧċ . (3.12)

One can show that, on the solutions of the BPS equations (2.10), the polyform Ω is equiv-

ariantly closed, i.e.

dvΩ = 0 . (3.13)

This is described in more detail in appendix C.

This crucial observation implies that, on those solutions, the action (3.8) receives

contributions only from the fixed-point submanifold Mv. Moreover, one can explicitly

compute the action on the BPS solutions by means of the Atiyah-Bott-Berline-Vergne

formula [35–37] as an integral over Mv,

S|BPS =

∫
Mv

i∗α1

ev(NMv)
. (3.14)

Here i : Mv ↪→ M is the immersion of the fixed points locus in M and ev(NM ) is the

v-equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle NMv.

Interestingly, the BPS action can be rewritten in a suggestive form by introducing

fields

qȧ = ξaȧq
a ,

q̃ȧ = ξaȧq̃
a . (3.15)

In terms of the above, the one-form Lagrangian (3.11) reads

α1 = 2q̃ȧDȧċq
ċ − d(q̃ȧqȧ) , (3.16)

where

(Dȧċ)µ = εȧċDµ + Φȧċγµ (3.17)

and the exact term can be dropped when integrating over Mv, which is compact.

With the identity (3.14) established, it is tempting to interpret the integral in (3.14)

as the action of a quantum one-dimensional theory that captures the correlators of BPS

operators in the original theory in three dimensions. A similar approach has been taken

in [5, 8, 12, 13, 20, 38].

In the conventional approach to supersymmetric localization, one starts with a Q-exact

deformation

S(t) = S0 + tQV (3.18)

of the original action S0, chosen in such a way that its bosonic part, when the appropriate

reality conditions are taken into account, has positive semidefinite real part. This con-

dition is necessary to guarantee the convergence of the path integral, which can be then

– 8 –
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represented as an integral restricted over the sole space of BPS solutions. In this integral,

the original action evaluated on the BPS locus appears together with a term that captures

the fluctuations of the dynamical fields around the BPS solutions, at the first order in the

t−1 expansion. While the action term depends only on the choice of the supercharge Q,1

the one-loop determinant is related to the particular deformation term V considered.

In the context of this localization scheme, however, the computation of the latter turns

out to be a nontrivial task. At the same time, by direct comparison with known results,

the one-loop determinant has been shown in previous cases [5, 8, 12, 13] to bring a trivial

contribution to the overall computation.

Our approach here is close in spirit to the one of [20]. We argue that the result in (3.14)

is more general, since it does not rely on the choice of a localizing action QV . In fact, it

does not even rely on the particular choice of reality conditions imposed on the fields.2 We

refrain from giving a general prescription on how to determine the one-loop contribution

to the partition function.

3.1 An example: hypermultiplets on S3

To better illustrate the localization prescription, we start by considering a known case

originally studied in [5]. We will show how known results can be recovered through the

formalism introduced above.

We consider the case where M ' S3. The metric

g = δab e
a ⊗ eb , (3.19)

is determined by the choice of dreibein

e1 = r sin(θ) dϕ ,

e2 = r cos(θ) dτ ,

e3 = r dθ , (3.20)

and coordinates θ ∈ [0, π/2], τ ∈ [−π, π), ϕ ∈ [−π, π). Both background R-symmetry

connections AH and AC are taken to be vanishing. Following [5], we consider the gauge

background

Φ1̇2̇ = r−1σ ,

D11 = D22 = −ir−2σ . (3.21)

The localizing supercharge that we are going to adopt is generated by a family of

Killing spinors ξaȧ, parametrized by β, with components

ξ11̇ = e−
i
2
(θ−τ+ϕ)

(
−1 + iei(θ+ϕ)

ieiθ − eiϕ

)
,

ξ12̇ = −β
8
e−

i
2
(θ+τ+ϕ)

(
eiθ + ieiϕ

−i− ei(θ+ϕ)

)
,

1While the field configurations that minimize V can vary with the deformation term itself, these must

form an improper subset of those configurations that are Q-closed. In this sense, formula (3.14) is universal.
2The identities in (2.16) and (2.11) will be used throughout the rest of the paper, but do not enter the

proof in appendix C.
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ξ21̇ = e−
i
2
(θ−τ+ϕ)

(
−i + ei(θ+ϕ)

−eiθ + ieiϕ

)
,

ξ22̇ = −β
8
e−

i
2
(θ+τ+ϕ)

(
ieiθ + eiϕ

1 + iei(θ+ϕ)

)
. (3.22)

These have auxiliary spinors νaȧ defined with

νaȧ = ξaȧ|β 7→−β . (3.23)

The associated isometry is generated by the vector field

v = 2r−1β ∂τ , (3.24)

and its square modulus

|v|2 = 4β2 cos2θ (3.25)

vanishes on the circle Mv ' S1 that sits at θ = π/2.

Furthermore, we have

Xac = β

(
−1 + sin θ cosϕ sin θ sinϕ

sin θ sinϕ −1− sin θ cosϕ

)
,

X̄ȧċ = i cos θ

(
1
8β

2e−iτ 0

0 −8eiτ

)
, (3.26)

and

w = β sin2θ dϕ ,

Λac = −βσ sin θ

(
sin θ − cosϕ − sinϕ

− sinϕ sin θ + cosϕ

)
dϕ− βσ cos θ

(
− sinϕ cosϕ

cosϕ sinϕ

)
dθ .

(3.27)

As we will explain at the end of the next section, we construct the BPS operators from the

null eigenvectors of Xac, when evaluated on Mv. These give

Q = cos(ϕ/2) q1 + sin(ϕ/2) q2 ,

Q̃ = cos(ϕ/2) q̃1 + sin(ϕ/2) q̃2 . (3.28)

The one-dimensional action is obtained from the embedding

i∗α1 = −2β
[
Q̃(∂t + σ)Q− (∂t − σ)Q̃Q

]
dϕ . (3.29)

The geometric factor coming from ev(NMv) brings a constant term. It is then immediate

to show that the action, restricted to the BPS solutions, reads

S|BPS = −4πr

∫ π

−π
dϕ Q̃(∂ϕ + σ)Q , (3.30)

which is the result found in [5].
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θ

ϕ
×

t

Figure 1. The choice of coordinates on M .

4 The case of S2 × S1

4.1 Supersymmetric background

We now consider the case of M ' S2 × S1, where the metric

g = δab e
a ⊗ eb (4.1)

is expressed in terms of the dreibein

e1 = r sin θ dϕ ,

e2 = r dθ ,

e3 = rβ dt . (4.2)

We have adopted coordinates θ ∈ [0, π], ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) and t ∈ [0, 2π), as in figure 1.

The background R-symmetry connections are given by

(AH)ac = − iβ

2
(σ3)ac dt , (4.3)

(AC) ċ
ȧ = 0 . (4.4)

In appendix D.1, we derive a generic expression for the field components of the background

vector multiplet satisfying the BPS condition (2.10). Here, we summarize the results by

mentioning the nonvanishing components,

A = a dt ,

Φ1̇2̇ = r−1σ ,

D11 = D22 = −ir−2σ , (4.5)

written in terms of constants a and σ valued in g. These combine into the complex com-

bination

ζ = a− iβσ (4.6)

that will play an important role in the following.
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The reader might be more familiar with a different set of BPS configurations that

include, in addition to flat connections a, monopole solutions on the two-sphere labelled

by monopole charges m. These are the configurations that one finds when performing

Coulomb-branch localization [39], where the formula for the superconformal index is given

in terms of an integral over a and a sum over m. The discrepancy between this locus and

the one in (4.5) is a simple consequence of the fact that different localizing supercharges are

employed in the localization procedure. From the point of view of the weakly-gauged theory,

this means that the hypermultiplet partiton function we consider will carry a dependence

on the mass deformation σ, rather than on the monopole charges m. Conversely, one

should find monopole backgrounds when considering theories with twisted multiplets. With

the idea of extending our construction to theories with dynamical vector multiplets, the

solutions in (4.5) seem to hint at a novel representation of the full supersymmetric index,

where the end result is given in terms of an integral over ζ and ζ∗. We leave this analysis

for future work.

We consider the following set of Killing spinors

ξ1ȧ = +γ3e
i
2
θγ1e−

i
2
ϕγ3ξ1ȧ0 ,

ξ2ȧ = −e
i
2
θγ1e−

i
2
ϕγ3γ3ξ2ȧ0 , (4.7)

spanned by constant spinors ξaȧ0 . These are particular solutions of the Killing spinor

equation (3.1) that satisfy

ηaȧ = −i(AH,µ)acγ
µξcȧ . (4.8)

4.2 Superalgebra

The Killing spinors solutions in (4.7), parametrized be the 8 constants (ξaȧ0 )α, generate

a special subalgebra of the superconformal algebra osp(4|4). This can be seen from the

identity (4.8); which, in the language of appendix B, implies

div v = 0 ,

ρ = 0 ,

Rac − iιv(AH)ac = 0 . (4.9)

This means that the resulting superalgebra, su(2|2), does not contain generators of confor-

mal or su(2)H transformations. Its maximal bosonic subalgebra, su(2) ⊕ u(1) ⊕ su(2)C is

the sum of the isometry algebra su(2)⊕ u(1), generated by Killing vectors

j± = −e±iϕ(±∂θ + i cot θ ∂ϕ) ,

j3 = −i∂ϕ ,

z = −iβ−1∂t , (4.10)

with

[j3, j±] = ±j± ,
[j+, j−] = 2j3 ,

[z, j•] = 0 , (4.11)
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and the su(2)C R-symmetry algebra

[Rȧḃ,Rċḋ] = εȧḋRċḃ − εċḃRȧḋ . (4.12)

Let us consider the action of supersymmetry on gauge-invariant operators. We adopt

the following conventions for the supercharges. First, we define supercharges Qaȧ from the

variations generated by the solutions in (4.7) as

δO = iξaȧ0 QaȧO . (4.13)

Then, we define

Qȧ = (Q1ȧ)+ , Sȧ = (Q2ȧ)− ,

Q̃ȧ = (Q2ȧ)+ , S̃ȧ = (Q1ȧ)− . (4.14)

These assignments ensure that Qȧ and Q̃ȧ anticommute to positive roots of the isometry

algebra, while Sȧ and S̃ȧ anticommute to negative roots. Specifically,

{Qȧ, Q̃ċ} = −r−1εȧċ J+ ,
{Sȧ, S̃ċ} = −r−1εȧċ J− ,
{Qȧ, Sċ} = −r−1εȧċ[iJ3 + Z]− ir−1Rȧċ ,

{Q̃ȧ, S̃ċ} = −r−1εȧċ[iJ3 − Z]− ir−1Rȧċ , (4.15)

where we have defined

J• = −Lj• , Z = −Lz , (4.16)

and where Rȧḃ act on su(2)C indices as (Rȧḃ)ċ
ḋ, with

R1̇1̇ =
−σ1 + iσ2

2
, R2̇2̇ =

+σ1 + iσ2

2
, R1̇2̇ = R2̇1̇ =

σ3

2
. (4.17)

4.3 Geometric localization

For the purpose of localizing the theory, we focus on a ŝu(1|1) subalgebra of the su(2|2)

algebra considered above. This is generated by the supercharges

Q = Q1̇ + Q̃1̇ ,

S = S2̇ + S̃2̇ , (4.18)

where

{Q, S} = 2ir−1(J3 − R1̇2̇) . (4.19)

Indeed, the BPS operators we will consider are closed with respect to both Q and S.

Furthermore, the supercharge we employ for localization is

Q =
i

2
(Q− S) , (4.20)
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squaring to (a multiple of) the twisted rotation J3−R1̇2̇. The particular linear combination

adopted in (4.20) has been chosen for later convenience, however, since Q and S are both

nilpotent, any other linear combination between them would be equivalent. Since Higgs-

branch operators are singlets under su(2)C, their BPS locus is then located at the fixed

points of the isometry J3, namely the north and south pole of S2.

As the next step, we need to bring the localizing supercharge off shell. As mentioned

in section 2 this can be done by identifying an appropriate set of auxiliary spinors νaȧ

that satisfies the constraints (2.15). For any supercharge in (4.18), these constraints are

solved by

νaȧ = −(σ3)ȧċ ξ
aċ . (4.21)

The choice of Q as localizing supercharge fixes the form of the Killing vector

v = −r−1 ∂ϕ , (4.22)

which generates the isometry that, in turn, determines the localizing submanifold Mv, as

in section 3. We find that v vanishes at the north and south poles of S2, and as such,

Mv is given by two copies of S1, that we will denote with S1
N and S1

S. These are located,

respectively, at θ = 0 and θ = π. The choice of localizing supercharge also determines the

form of the scalars

Xac =
1

2

(
1 cos θ

cos θ 1

)
, X̄ȧċ =

sin θ

2

(
−ie−iϕ 0

0 ieiϕ

)
, (4.23)

and the one-forms

w =
β

2
cos θ dt ,

Λac = −σ
2

(
β cos θ dt+ sin θ dθ βdt

βdt β cos θ dt− sin θ dθ

)
, (4.24)

that enter in the definition of the one-form Lagrangian α1, as in (3.11).

On the two copies of S1, at the north and the south poles of S2, we find

i∗N α1 = 1/2 (q̃+Dq+ −D q̃+q+) ,

i∗S α1 = 1/2 (q̃−Dq− −D q̃−q−) , (4.25)

where

q± = q1 ± q2 , q̃± = q̃1 ± q̃2 , (4.26)

and

D = (∂t − iζ ) dt ,

D = (∂t − iζ∗) dt . (4.27)

– 14 –
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7−→

S1
N

S1
S

Figure 2. A graphical representation of the quotient Mv = (S2×S1)/U(1), where the U(1) acts as

the azimuthal rotation generated by ∂ϕ. In the picture, every point on the sphere has an asssociated

S1 fiber. The fixed point locus Mv is the disjoint union of the two S1 fibers located at the poles of

the two-sphere.

Since

ev(NS
1
N) = −ev(NS

1
S) =

1

2πr
, (4.28)

we can simply integrate by parts the two expressions in (4.25) and find

S1d = 2πr

∮
S1
N

q̃+Dq+ − 2πr

∮
S1
S

q̃−Dq− (4.29)

On Mv = S1
N∪S1

S, where v vanishes, one can find local BPS operators, since the action

of Lv is trivial. One can set to zero the variation of a generic linear combination of scalars,

0 = δ(baq
a) = baξ

aȧψȧ ,

0 = δ(b̃aq̃
a) = b̃aξ

aȧψ̃ȧ , (4.30)

and look for nontrivial solutions for the coefficients ba, b̃a. If such solutions exist, these

must be null eigenvectors of Xac, which in fact has vanishing determinant on Mv, as noted

in (3.5). In the present case, a quick computation shows that the BPS operators on S1
N and

S1
S are precisely the q+, q̃+ and q−, q̃−, respectively, that appear in the one-dimensional

action (4.29). The R-symmetry structure of these operators is determined by the choice of

Q and S in (4.18). A different choice would lead to a different set of BPS operators.

We conclude this section with a comment on the localization argument. Given our

discussion of section 3, one might be tempted to consider a localizing supercharge that

would close on a different isometry, namely the isometry Z that generates translations along

the S1 coordinate t. However, one is faced immediately with an apparent contradiction.

In fact, such an isometry has vanishing fixed point locus. This, because of (3.14), seems

to imply that the action vanishes on the associated BPS solutions, thus leaving us with

a trivial localizing theory. The problem with this choice if isometry is that it leads to a

one-form w that is not well defined on the entire manifold M , as one can explicitly check

by direct computation. With α1 not globally defined of M , the localization theorem that

leads to (3.14) does not hold.
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5 One-dimensional theory

The one-dimensional action S1d defined in (4.29) determines a quantum mechanics with

path integral

Z1d =

∫
BPS

[dq̃+N ][dq+N ][dq̃−S ][dq−S ] e−S1d . (5.1)

This one-dimensional theory captures the correlators of Higgs branch operators built out

of q̃+N , q+N , q̃−S , q−S . By this we mean that such correlators are directly given by the Green’s

function descending from (4.29), which in Fourier space read

G̃+,k ∼
1

k + ζ
(5.2)

for q̃+N , q
+
N and

G̃−,k ∼
1

k + ζ∗
(5.3)

for q̃−S , q−S . In this section we shall check this statement explicitly via different methods.

The functional weight of the quantum mechanics path integral in (4.29) is the ex-

ponential of a simple Gaussian action, but it requires some care. For instance, it is not

obviously positive definite because only first-order derivatives appear in it. The BPS solu-

tions compatible with the reality conditions (2.11) select a middle-dimensional integration

cycle whose parametrization can be found in appendix D.2, where the BPS configurations

are obtained explicitly. These are given in terms of two independent set of complex Fourier

coefficients.

For simplicity of notation, we will mainly work with the case of a single hypermultiplet

(N = 1) and G ' U(1). The extensions to more general cases is straightforward and will

be discussed later in this section and in section 6. Moreover, from now on we will drop the

subscript N/S, as the superscript ± is sufficient to resolve the ambiguity.

By plugging the solutions (D.10) in the one-dimensional action (4.29), one finds3

S1d = 4π2r
∑
k∈Z
|k + ζ|

[(
|uk|2 + |vk|2

)
sinh(2ωk)− i

(
ukv

∗
k + u∗kvk

)]
, (5.4)

whose real part is manifestly positive semidefinite. The partition function is obtained as a

product of complex Gaussian integrals over each Fourier mode,

Z1d(ζ, ζ∗) =
∏
k∈Z

∫
C2

duk du∗k dvk dv∗k cosh2(2ωk) e
−z†kMkzk

=
∏
k∈Z

1

4π2r2|k + ζ|2
, (5.5)

3We have dropped the subscript +, so the coefficients uk and vk that appear in the expression for S1d

are simply u+,k and v+,k of appendix D.2.
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where

zk =

(
uk
vk

)
, Mk = 4π2r|k + ζ|

(
sinh(2ωk) −i

−i sinh(2ωk)

)
. (5.6)

The Jacobian cosh2(2ωk) cancels an analogous term coming from the determinant of Mk.

From the inverse of Mk we read off the correlators

〈u∗k uk′〉 = 〈v∗k vk′〉 = δk,k′
sinh(2ωk)

4π2r|k + ζ| cosh2(2ωk)
,

〈u∗k vk′〉 = 〈v∗k uk′〉 = δk,k′
i

4π2r|k + ζ| cosh2(2ωk)
. (5.7)

According to the solutions (D.10), the above combine into

〈q̃+(t2) q
+(t1)〉 = +

i

4π2r

∑
k∈Z

1

k + ζ
eik(t2−t1) ,

〈q̃−(t2) q
−(t1)〉 = − i

4π2r

∑
k∈Z

1

k + ζ∗
eik(t2−t1) . (5.8)

These correlators coincide with the Green functions obtained from (4.29) by naive Fourier

expansion in t. This fact is no coincidence and will be explored in section 5.1. When

performing the sum, one finds that

〈q̃±(t2) q
±(t1)〉 = G±(t2 − t1) , (5.9)

where

G+(t) = −sign(t)− i cot(πζ)

4πr
e−iζt ,

G−(t) = +
sign(t)− i cot(πζ∗)

4πr
e−iζ

∗t . (5.10)

To be more precise, the expressions above are only valid in the range allowed for the

coordinates t1, t2 ∈ [0, 2π), i.e. for −2π < t < 2π, with t = t2 − t1. For values of t outside

of this domain, G+ and G− should be defined by simply enforcing the periodicity condition

G±(t) = G±(t+ 2π) , (5.11)

which is manifest in (5.8).

Let us now see how this generalizes to N > 1. The partition function in (5.5) becomes

Z1d(ζ, ζ∗) =
∏
k∈Z

∏
ρ∈R

1

4π2|k + ρ(ζ)|2
, (5.12)

where we have set r = 1 and the product over ρ is taken over the weights of the repre-

sentation R. We can give meaning to the product over the Fourier modes by means of

zeta-function regularization. Specifically, since for any a > 0 and b ∈ C this prescribes∏
k∈Z
|ak + b|2 = 4| sin(πb/a)|2 , (5.13)
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then,

Z1d(ζ, ζ∗) =
∏
ρ∈R

1

4| sin(πρ(ζ))|2
. (5.14)

This is indeed the result that we find in appendix E, where we perform a direct computation

of the partition function of a three-dimensional hypermultiplet.

When σ = 0, we find that (5.14) coincides with IC, which is the so-called C-twist limit

of the three-dimensional N = 4 superconformal index I computed e.g. in [40]. A limit

of a supersymmetric index specifically counting Higgs branch local operators was explored

also in [41, 42]. Explicitly, for a massless hypermultiplet coupled to a U(1) background

connection a, we have

IC(x̃, z) = trH[S2](−1)F x̃E−RHzJf
∣∣∣
m=0

=
1

(1− z)(1− z−1)
, (5.15)

where z = e2πia is the flavor fugacity for a, Jf is the generator of the U(1) flavor symmetry

and the trace is over the Hilbert space H[S2] of states on S2. By setting m = 0 we

are neglecting monopole configurations that do not appear in our analysis as discussed

in section 4.1. Here, we observe that the Higgs branch local operators with topological

correlation functions represent the only contribution to IC(x̃, z). This is analogous to

what happens in four dimensions, where the Higgs branch local operators with holomorphic

correlators are the main contribution to the Schur limit of the superconformal index [1, 13].

5.1 Morse theory approach

So far, we have shown how the one-dimensional action (4.29) gives rise to a Gaussian

quantum mechanics that effectively reproduces the partition function and the correlators

of a hypermultiplet on S2 × S1. However, the path integral (5.1) is well defined only once

a middle-dimensional integration cycle is specified. A generic cycle would not even lead

to a convergent integration. The correct cycle is not obtained by simply specifying the

reality conditions in (2.16). In fact, from the point of view of the three-dimensional theory,

the fields over which the functional integration in (5.1) is performed are four independent

complex degrees of freedom. The additional constraints imposed in (5.5) come from the

explicit form of the solutions of the BPS equations (3.7) and determine a nontrivial integra-

tion cycle for the path integral. Consequently, one would be led to conclude that, although

the localization formula (3.14) is valid on any generic background, one would still have to

solve the BPS equations for the case at hand in order to give meaning to the resulting

one-dimensional theory. However, as already noticed in [5], it is possible to make sense of

the functional integral in (4.29) by directly addressing the problem of its convergence. We

adopt the approach described in [43] and we refer the reader to that reference for a full

exposition of the procedure.

We start by considering the space of complex fields in the path integral (5.1), i.e. the

space of maps S1 → C4. First, we split the fields in terms of their real and imaginary

parts with

q± = x± + iy± , q̃± = x̃± + iỹ± . (5.16)
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Then, we define a Morse function h as the real part of the one-dimensional action (4.29)

(up to an overall negative real constant),

h = hN + hS , (5.17)

where

hN = −
∮

dt [x̃+∂tx
+ − ỹ+∂ty+ + a(x̃+y+ + ỹ+x+) + σ(ỹ+y+ − x̃+x+)] ,

hS = −
∮

dt [ỹ−∂ty
− − x̃−∂tx− − a(x̃−y− + ỹ−x−) + σ(ỹ−y− − x̃−x−)] . (5.18)

We start by identifying the critical points of h, i.e. the solutions of δh = 0. For a

generic value of ζ, h has a single critical point where all fields are identically vanishing.

The idea is to define the integration cycle by considering the gradient flow lines originating

from the critical point. If the Morse index4 of h at the critical point is half the dimension of

the target space, the cycle is indeed middle-dimensional. The convergence of the functional

integration is guaranteed by the fact that h decreases along the flow.

If we collectively denote the fields in (5.16) with Y A, we can write the flow equations as

∂Y A

∂s
= −gAB δh

δY B
, (5.19)

where s ∈ (−∞, 0] is the flow parameter. The gradient flow depends on the choice of

a target-space metric gAB. By choosing the canonical metric on C4 we obtain the set

of equations

∂sx
+ = −∂tx̃+ + aỹ+ − σx̃+ , ∂sx

− = +∂tx̃
− − aỹ− − σx̃− ,

∂sy
+ = +∂tỹ

+ + ax̃+ + σỹ+ , ∂sy
− = −∂tỹ− − ax̃− + σỹ− ,

∂sx̃
+ = +∂tx

+ + ay+ − σx+ , ∂sx̃
− = −∂tx− − ay− − σx− ,

∂sỹ
+ = −∂ty+ + ax+ + σy+ , ∂sỹ

− = +∂ty
− − ax− + σy− , (5.20)

which, when recasted in terms of the original fields and their complex conjugates, read

−∂sq+ = (∂t − iζ∗)(+q̃+)∗ , −∂sq− = (∂t − iζ)(−q̃−)∗ ,

−∂sq̃+ = (∂t + iζ∗)(−q+)∗ , −∂sq̃− = (∂t + iζ)(+q−)∗ . (5.21)

As mentioned, we look for solutions that originate from the critical point, i.e. solutions

vanishing for s→ −∞. These are

q+(s; t) =
∑
k∈Z

bk e
−ikt+ωks , q̃+(s; t) = +i

∑
k∈Z

k + ζ∗

|k + ζ|
b∗k e

+ikt+ωks ,

q−(s; t) =
∑
k∈Z

dk e
−ikt+ωks , q̃−(s; t) = −i

∑
k∈Z

k + ζ

|k + ζ|
d∗k e

+ikt+ωks . (5.22)

4The Morse index is defined as the number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix.
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It is convenient to pick the solutions “at the end of the flow”, where s = 0, although any

other choice will do, as it amounts to a simple rescaling of the coefficients bk and dk.

In terms of these solutions, the one-dimensional action reads

SMorse = 4π2r
∑
k∈Z

(|bk|2 + |dk|2)|k + ζ| , (5.23)

and the partition function, in analogy with what we have done in the previous section, can

be computed with

Z1d(ζ, ζ∗) =
∏
k∈Z

∫
C2

dbk db∗k ddk dd∗k e
−z†kMkzk , (5.24)

where

zk =

(
bk
dk

)
, Nk = 4π2r|k + ζ|

(
1 0

0 1

)
. (5.25)

This integration cycle has the additional benefit of diagonalizing the action, thus mak-

ing manifest the factorization of the theory into two noninteracting “north” and “south”

contributions. Notice how (5.24) gives the same result of (5.5). Likewise, one finds that

the correlators

〈b∗k bk′〉 = 〈d∗k dk′〉 =
δk,k′

4π2r|k + ζ|
,

〈b∗k dk′〉 = 〈d∗k bk′〉 = 0 , (5.26)

give rise to correlators 〈q̃±(t2) q
±(t1)〉 that are identical to the ones computed in (5.8).

6 Topological correlators and flavor symmetry enhancement

6.1 Noncommutative star product

We will now look at correlation functions of composite BPS operators. We will consider

the case where N is generic. In doing so, we explicit the flavor indices carried by the fields

appearing in the one-dimensional theory, i.e. we write q̃+i, q
+ j , q̃−k, q

− j , where raised and

lowered indices i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , N are, respectively, fundamental and anti-fundamental

U(N) indices.

The presence of a background G-connection, also referred to as “weak gauging”, breaks

the flavor subgroup U(N) down to the normalizer of G in U(N). In this section and in the

following, we will take G ' U(1), thus obtaining a residual SU(N) flavor group. In terms

of flavor indices, the correlators

〈q̃±j(t2) q± i(t1)〉 = G±ij(t2 − t1) , (6.1)

are diagonal and can be obtained directly from the correlators in (5.10) computed for

N = 1. We write them as

G+ij(t) =

(
−δ

i
j sign(t)

4πr
+ Ĝ+ij

)
e−iζt ,

G−ij(t) =

(
+
δij sign(t)

4πr
+ Ĝ−ij

)
e−iζ

∗t , (6.2)
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where we have defined

Ĝ+ij = +δij
i cot(πζ)

4πr
,

Ĝ−ij = −δij
i cot(πζ∗)

4πr
. (6.3)

The correlators 〈q̃±j(t2) q± i(t1)〉 are discontinuous at coincident insertion points. When

t1 = t2 one finds5

G+ij(0) = Ĝ+ij e−iζt , G−ij(0) = Ĝ−ij e−iζ
∗t , (6.4)

which amount to simply enforcing sign(0) = 0 in (6.2).

We now consider correlators of local operators O(t) defined as polynomials in q̃±i and

q± j . Without loss of generality we will consider only t-ordered correlators, i.e. correlators

〈On(tn) . . . O2(t2)O1(t1)〉 (6.5)

where t1 < t2 < . . . tn. An interesting property of these correlators is that their dependence

on the coordinates tm is trivial. In fact, when performing Wick contraction one finds that

all terms share a common exponential prefactor that encapsulates the overall t-dependence

of the correlator. A similar factorization was also considered in [5]. We can extract this

term with

〈On(tn) . . . O2(t2)O1(t1)〉 = ei
∑

mRm(ζ) tm 〈〈On . . . O2O1〉〉 , (6.6)

where Om belongs to the Rm representation of G and 〈〈. . .〉〉 is a topological correlator.

The latter is defined from the original correlator by setting tm+1 = tm + ε and then taking

the limit for ε→ 0+.

We can therefore think of the quantum mechanics in (5.1) as defining two noninter-

acting disconnected topological theories, on S1
N and S1

S. These topological theories have

an associated operator algebra which is naturally defined through a noncommutative star

product ∗. See also [4] for an analogous construction in the case of superconformal field

theories. We will now explain how this comes about. Let us consider a topological corre-

lator 〈〈On . . . O2O1〉〉. One can obtain an equivalent correlator by using the star product

to fuse any two distinct adjacent operators Om+1 and Om into a single local insertion

O′m = Om+1 ∗ Om , (6.7)

which preserves its topological order with respect to all other insertions Om′ . This is

illustrated in figure 3.

One can recursively apply the star product to reduce any topological correlator to the

one-point function of a certain polynomial in q̃±i and q± j . This one-point function can be

5This comes from regularizing the Fourier sum in (5.8) with

lim
M→∞

M∑
k=−M

1

k + ζ
= π cot(πζ) .
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S1
N/S

. . . . .
.

Om−1 Om Om+1
Om+2

t

7−→

S1
N/S

. . . . .
.

Om−1
(Om+1 ∗ Om)

Om+2

t

Figure 3. In a topological correlator, two adjacent insertions can be replaced by a single one

corresponding to their star product.

computed by performing Wick contractions with the correlators Ĝ±ij as defined in (6.3).

The product between any two operators can be generated starting from the fundamental

identities

q̃±j ∗ q± i = q̃±j q
± i ∓ δij

4πr
,

q± i ∗ q̃±j = q̃±j q
± i ± δij

4πr
, (6.8)

which descend directly from (6.2).

6.2 OPE algebra for one-dimensional flavor currents

The associative algebra introduced above has an important feature that can be deduced

from the identities (6.8): the star product of any two operators has the structure

O1 ∗ O2 = O1O2 + . . . (6.9)

where the dots correspond to terms which are suppressed in inverse powers of 4πr. In the

r →∞ limit, the star product reduces to the usual commutative product.

As in [4], one can interpret ∗ as a deformation quantization of the chiral ring of the

theory. For a detailed account on this the reader can refer to [4, 19].

We now turn our attention to certain quadratic polynomials, J± ij , which are SU(N)

Noether currents from the viewpoint of the one-dimensional theory, and show how these

close a subalgebra on their own. In the context of superconformal gauge theories, the oper-

ators J± ij are coupled to vector multiplet auxiliary fields and are referred to as “moment

map” operators.

The one-dimensional action (4.29) is invariant under the SU(N) flavor transformations

δq± i = −iϑ±A (tA)ij q
± j ,

δq̃±i = +iϑ±A q̃±j (tA)j i . (6.10)

Here, ϑ±A are constants and (tA)ij are N2 − 1 generators of SU(N). In our conventions,

the generators tA are normalized with

tr(tAtB) =
1

2
δAB , (6.11)
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and satisfy the completeness relations

2δAB(tA)ij(tB)kl = δil δ
k
j −

1

N
δij δ

k
l . (6.12)

The structure constants fAB
C are defined with

[tA, tB] = ifAB
C tC , (6.13)

while the Cartan-Killing form of SU(N) is defined with

gAB = fAC
DfBD

C

= 2N tr(tAtB)

= NδAB . (6.14)

The Noether currents corresponding to this residual SU(N) flavor symmetry read

J±A = ∓8πNr q̃±i (tA)ij q
± j . (6.15)

The normalization has been chosen for later convenience. If we convert the adjoint index

A to fundamental and anti-fundamental indices i, j, we find

J± ij = gABJ±A (tB)ij

= ∓4πr

(
q̃±j q

± i − δij
N

q̃±k q
± k
)
. (6.16)

All the components of these currents have vanishing one-point functions 〈〈J± ij〉〉 = 0.

These obey the star product identities

J± ij ∗ q± k = J± ij q
± k + δkj q

± i − 1

N
δij q

± k ,

q± k ∗ J± ij = J± ij q
± k − δkj q± i +

1

N
δij q

± k ,

J± ij ∗ q̃±k = J± ij q̃
±
k − δik q̃±j +

1

N
δij q̃

±
k ,

q̃±k ∗ J± ij = J± ij q̃
±
k + δik q̃

±
j −

1

N
δij q̃

±
k . (6.17)

These show how q± j and q̃±i indeed transform, respectively, in the fundamental and anti-

fundamental representation of SU(N). From the above identities one obtains

J± ij ∗ J± kl = J± ij J
± k

l + δil J
± k

j − δkj J± il −
(
δkjδ

i
l −

1

N
δijδ

k
l

)
. (6.18)

The inverse powers of 4πr in the results above have been absorbed by carefully chosing the

normalization in the definition (6.16). Such powers can be reinstated by a simple rescaling

of the currents and by counting the power of J± in each term.
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7 Surface defects

In this section we introduce supersymmetric surface defects on S2 × S1. In particular,

we will consider N = (2, 2) multiplets with support on S2. Twisted chiral and anti-chiral

multiplets, as well as vector multiplets, can be directly coupled to the bulk hypermultiplets

through twisted superpotentials, thus producing an interacting theory of two- and three-

dimensional quantum fields. Crucially, the localizing supercharge (4.20) agrees with the

standard choice of localizing supercharge for N = (2, 2) theories in two dimensions [44, 45].

This allows us to perform exact computations on the mixed-dimensional theory under

consideration: the three-dimensional degrees of freedom can be localized as illustrated in

previous sections, while the contributions coming from two-dimensional degrees of freedom

can be addressed by using the approach originally presented in [46].

7.1 Defect subalgebra

The ŝu(1|1) superalgebra discussed in section 4.3 can be seen as a subalgebra of the

N = (2, 2) superalgebra on S2, namely ŝu(2|1). This fact can be used to insert into

the path integral BPS surface defects wrapping S2. Specifically, the full su(2|2) isome-

try superalgebra of S2 × S1 reduces to the ŝu(2|1) subalgebra by considering the linear

combinations

Q = Q̃1̇ + Q1̇ , S = S2̇ + S̃2̇ ,

Q̃ = Q̃2̇ − Q2̇ , S̃ = S1̇ − S̃1̇ . (7.1)

Their non-trivial anticommutation relations are

{Q, Q̃} = 2r−1J+

{Q, S} = 2ir−1(J3 − R1̇2̇) ,

{S, S̃} = 2r−1J− ,

{Q̃, S̃} = 2ir−1(J3 + R1̇2̇) , (7.2)

which are the anticommutation relations of the ŝu(2|1) superalgebra. The latter has four

supercharges and its bosonic part is su(2) ⊕ u(1), where su(2) is the isometry algebra of

S2 spanned by (J±, J3) and u(1) is the vector-like R-symmetry algebra spanned by R1̇2̇.

In particular, the u(1) R-symmetry of the defect theory on S2 coincides with the Cartan

subalgebra of the su(2)C R-symmetry algebra of the three-dimensional theory on S2 × S1.

The eight-parameter family (4.7) of Killing spinors ξaȧ on S2 × S1 reduces to the

four-parameter family of Killing spinors ε, ε̃ via the map

ξ11̇ = ε̃ , ξ21̇ = +γ3ε̃ ,

ξ22̇ = ε , ξ12̇ = −γ3ε , (7.3)

where ε, ε̃ satisfy the Killing spinor equations on S2,

∇µε =
1

2r
γµγ

3ε , ∇µε̃ = − 1

2r
γµγ

3ε̃ . (7.4)
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Here, the underlined index µ runs over the coordinates θ, ϕ of the S2 defect manifold. In

terms of the parameters ξaȧ0 , the map (7.3) yields the identifications

ξ21̇0 = −γ3ξ11̇0 , ξ12̇0 = +γ3ξ22̇0 . (7.5)

The Killing spinor ε depends on ξ22̇0 and the variation δε encodes the action of the super-

charges Q̃ and S. Correspondingly, the Killing spinor ε̃ depends on ξ11̇0 and the variation

δε̃ encodes the action of the supercharges Q and S̃. Indeed,

δξO = δε̃O + δεO . (7.6)

7.2 Defect multiplets

We will now find the defect multiplets descending from the reduction in (7.3). These are

twisted chiral (and anti-chiral) multiplets on S2. The supersymmetry variations of a two-

dimensional twisted chiral multiplet formally mix objects transforming in conjugate repre-

sentations. This makes sense if the twisted chiral multiplet has a flavor6 group admitting

a pseudoreal representation. This occurrence suits a twisted chiral multiplet descending

from a higher dimensional hypermultiplet.

In the case under consideration, already discussed in section 6, where the residual

flavor group is SU(N), we use the embedding of the N⊕N representation of SU(N) into

the pseudoreal fundamental representation of the original flavor group USp(2N). This

allows us to collect the components (qa, q̃a, ψȧ, ψ̃ȧ, Ga, G̃a) into the USp(2N) multiplets

(Qa,Ψȧ,Ga) with

Qa
I = (qa

i, q̃a i) ,

Ψȧ
I = (ψȧ

i, ψ̃ȧ i) ,

GaI = (Ga
i, G̃a i) , (7.7)

where I = 1, . . . , 2N are USp(2N) indices. The reality conditions (2.16) translate to

(Qa I)∗ = ΩIJ Qa
J ,

(Ga I)∗ = ΩIJ Ga
J , (7.8)

with

ΩIJ =

(
0 1N
−1N 0

)
(7.9)

being a USp(2N)-invariant form. The supersymmetry transformations of the new fields

can be readily derived from (2.4) and (2.14) and read

δQa = ξaȧΨȧ ,

δΨȧ = iγµξaȧDµQ
a + iηaȧQ

a − iξaċΦȧ
ċQa − iνaȧGa ,

δGa = νaȧγµDµΨȧ + νaȧΦȧ
ċΨċ . (7.10)

6The flavor symmetry might, or might not, be gauged.
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Let us now consider the reduction to two dimensions of a three-dimensional hypermul-

tiplet. For the moment, we omit the coupling with a background vector multiplet. We

make the following identifications:

Y = (Q1 +Q2)/2 ,

Ỹ = (Q1 −Q2)/2 ,

χ = Ψ1̇ ,

χ̃ = Ψ2̇ ,

F = (G1 − G2)/2 + ∂3(Q
1 −Q2)/2 ,

F̃ = (G1 + G2)/2− ∂3(Q1 +Q2)/2 . (7.11)

These can be interpreted as the components of a pair of two-dimensional twisted chiral

and anti-chiral multiplets (Y,P−χ,P+χ̃, F ) and (Ỹ ,P+χ,P−χ̃, F̃ ). With P± we denote the

chiral projectors

P± =
1± γ3

2
. (7.12)

If the twisted multiplets have Weyl weight ∆, their field components transform under

supersymmetry with

δY = ε̃P−χ+ εP+χ̃ ,

δỸ = ε̃P+χ− εP−χ̃ ,
δχ = 2i[γµP+εDµY + γµP−εDµỸ − P−ε(F + ∆Y/r)− P+ε(F̃ + ∆Ỹ /r)] ,

δχ̃ = 2i[γµP−ε̃DµY − γµP+ε̃DµỸ − P+ε̃(F + ∆Y/r) + P−ε̃(F̃ + ∆Ỹ /r)] ,

δF = −ε̃γµDµP−χ− εγµDµP+χ̃−∆ε̃P−χ/r −∆εP+χ̃/r ,

δF̃ = −ε̃γµDµP+χ+ εγµDµP−χ̃−∆ε̃P+χ/r + ∆εP−χ̃/r . (7.13)

In fact, by using the identifications (7.3), the variations above hold for ∆ = 0.

For a hypermultiplet coupled to a background vector multiplet, one finds

F 7→ F − i(A3 + iΦ1̇2̇)Ỹ ,

F̃ 7→ F̃ + i(A3 − iΦ1̇2̇)Y . (7.14)

At the same time, one needs to modify the supersymmetric variations with

δχ 7→ δχ+ 2i(P−ε̃Φ2̇2̇Y − P+ε̃Φ2̇2̇Ỹ ) ,

δχ̃ 7→ δχ̃− 2i(P+εΦ1̇1̇Y + P−εΦ1̇1̇Ỹ ) ,

δF 7→ δF + Φ2̇2̇ ε̃P+χ̃− Φ1̇1̇ εP−χ ,

δF̃ 7→ δF̃ + Φ2̇2̇ ε̃P−χ̃+ Φ1̇1̇ εP+χ . (7.15)

However, since on our background vector multiplet Φ1̇1̇ = Φ2̇2̇ = 0 all these modifications

do not affect the form of (7.13). This agrees with the fact that twisted chiral multiplets

cannot be minimally coupled to vector multiplets [46]. With (7.13) we can couple the

twisted chiral multiplet reduced from three dimensions, which has ∆ = 0, to general

twisted chiral multiplets of arbitrary Weyl weight ∆i.
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7.3 Coupled system and localization

We can now couple the defect multiplets to the three-dimensional theory via twisted super-

potentials W = W (Y i) that depend holomorphically on a set of complex scalars Y i. The

superscript i labels the i-th multiplet and can be regarded as a multi-index also encoding

flavor indices. The twisted superpotential term

SW =

∫
S2

?S2

(
i

r
W − i

(
F i +

∆i

r
Y i

)
∂iW −

1

2
∂i∂jW χ̃i+χ

j
−

)
(7.16)

and its twisted anti-holomorphic counterpart

SW̃ =

∫
S2

?S2

(
i

r
W̃ + i

(
F̃ i +

∆i

r
Ỹ i

)
∂iW̃ −

1

2
∂i∂jW̃ χ̃i−χ

j
+

)
(7.17)

are both supersymmetric.

Twisted chiral multiplets coupled to twisted superpotentials were localized in [46].

The outcome is that the only non-trivial contributions are due to W (Y i)/r and W̃ (Ỹ i)/r

evaluated at the poles of S2. These appear as local insertions in the path integral of the full

theory. Specifically, the BPS locus for the two-dimensional degrees of freedom is [12, 46]

Y (2d) = Y
(2d)
0 , F (2d) = −∆r−1 Y

(2d)
0 ,

Ỹ (2d) = Ỹ
(2d)
0 , F̃ (2d) = −∆r−1 Ỹ

(2d)
0 , (7.18)

where Y
(2d)
0 and Ỹ

(2d)
0 are constant values on S2. On the other hand, by direct computation

we find that the BPS locus for the twisted chiral multiplet descending from the three-

dimensional hypermultiplet fulfills

∂ϕY
(3d) = 0 , F (3d) = r−1 cot(θ/2) ∂θY

(3d) ,

∂ϕỸ
(3d) = 0 , F̃ (3d) = r−1 tan(θ/2) ∂θỸ

(3d) . (7.19)

As a result, when evaluated on the BPS solutions, the holomorphic and the anti-holo-

morphic twisted superpotential actions give

SW |BPS = 4πirW (Y
(2d)
0 , Y

(3d)
N ) ,

SW̃ |BPS = 4πir W̃ (Ỹ
(2d)
0 , Ỹ

(3d)
S ) . (7.20)

These contributions are localized at the two points of intersection between Mv and the S2

where the defect multiplets have their support, namely θ = 0, t = 0 and θ = π, t = 0.

When evaluated on such points, Y (3d) and Ỹ (3d) can be written, respectively, in terms

of the BPS operators q+(0), q̃+(0) and q−(0), q̃−(0) that appear in the one-dimensional

action (4.29). Plugged into the path integral, the contributions of twisted superpotentials

correspond to insertions of exponential operators V and Ṽ at the north and south pole of

S2 respectively. Specifically,

V = e−4πirW (Y
(2d)
0 , q+(0), q̃+(0)) ,

Ṽ = e−4πirW̃ (Ỹ
(2d)
0 , q−(0), q̃−(0)) . (7.21)
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The action of a two-dimensional N = (2, 2) vector multiplet (A, λ, λ̃, σ1, σ2, D) can

effectively be regarded as that of an adjoint twisted chiral multiplet, known also as “field-

strenght multiplet”, with components

(σ2 + iσ1, λ, λ̃,D − σ2/r + if12) . (7.22)

This means that the superpotential interaction discussed above can also be used to couple

bulk hypermultiplets to vector multiplets on S2. The BPS locus for a vector multiplet is

σ1 = −m

2r
, σ2 = σ2,0 ,

f12 = +
m

2r2
, D = 0 , (7.23)

where σ2,0 is constant and m is the monopole charge associated with the field strength f12.

More generally, since, as mentioned earlier, the localizing supercharge (4.20) employed

in section 4.3 is compatible with the standard choice of localizing supercharge adopted

in [44–46], we are free to introduce also N = (2, 2) chiral and anti-chiral multiplets on S2,

minimally coupled to the two-dimensional vector multiplet. Schematically, we can write

the full partition function in the presence of the defect as

Z3d/2d =
∑
m

∫
dY Z1-loop(m,Y)

∫
[dq̃+][dq+][dq̃−][dq−] e−S1d(q̃

±,q±) V Ṽ (7.24)

where with m and Y we collectively denote the discrete and continuous part of the two-

dimensional BPS locus, while Z1-loop denotes the one-loop determinant associated with the

two-dimensional multiplets. Notice how the only action terms that appear in the above

are S1d and the superpotential terms V and Ṽ. This is due to the fact that all the action

terms for an N = (2, 2) theory are Q-exact, with the exception of (7.16) and (7.17) [44, 46].

Supersymmetric localization has turned the path integral associated with a theory of three-

and two-dimensional degrees of freedom into the path integral of coupled zero- and one-

dimensional quantum systems.

Finally, one can compute correlators by adding insertions of BPS operators coming

either from the N = (2, 2) multiplets (e.g. [47, 48]) or from the bulk theory. The latter

have been extensively discussed in section 6, whether the former appear in the quantum

mechanics as insertions of local operators at the intersection point, namely t = 0.
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A Conventions and notation

We denote spacetime indices with Greek letters µ, ν, . . . and SO(3) frame indices with a

sans serif font a, b, . . . . Spinor indices are denoted with Greek letters α, β, . . . . These are

raised and lowered from the left with the SU(2) invariant tensor ε12 = −ε12 = 1. The same

applies for SU(2)H and SU(2)C indices, which are labelled by undotted a, b, . . . and dotted

ȧ, ḃ, . . . Latin letters.

Let ξ, ψ and η be either commuting or anti-commuting spinors. The spinor contraction

is defined as

ξψ = ξαψα , (A.1)

and the following Fierz identity holds:

ξα(ψη) + (ξψ)ηα + ξβψαη
β = 0 . (A.2)

The “flat” gamma matrices are defined as the Pauli matrices γa = σa and the “curved”

ones are given by contraction with the dreibein as γµ = eµaγ
a. These satisfy

γµγν = gµν + iεµνργ
ρ , (A.3)

(γµ)α
β(γµ)γ

δ = 2δα
δδγ

β − δαβδγδ . (A.4)

Let us consider a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold M with metric g. We define

the musical isomorphism [ as the map from a vector v to a one-form v[ such that, for any

vector w,

ιwv
[ = g(v, w) . (A.5)

The Lie derivative along a vector field v acting on an r-form ω is defined as

Lvω = (dιv + ιvd)ω . (A.6)

When acting on a spinor ψ, the Lie derivative reads

Lvψ = vµ∇µψ +
i

2
εµνρ∇µvνγρψ . (A.7)

With ?, we denote the Hodge dual, a linear map from an r-form to a (3 − r)-form such

that, for any two r-forms α, β,

α ∧ ?β = g(α, β) e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3 . (A.8)

In our conventions, the Lichnerowicz-Weitzenböck formula reads

/∇2
ψ =

(
∇2 − R

4

)
ψ . (A.9)

This fixes the form of the auxiliary equation for a conformal Killing spinor ξαα̇,(
D2 +

R

8

)
ξαα̇ = 0 . (A.10)
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B Superalgebra closure

By imposing the Killing spinor equation (2.3) one finds that the supersymmetry varia-

tions (2.4) and (2.5) close on the N = 4 superalgebra associated with M . Let us consider

variations generated by Killing spinors ξaȧ1 and ξaȧ2 . Their action on fields is given by

{δ1, δ2}qa = Lvqa + (Rac − iιv(AH)ac)q
c + 1/2 ρqa + iΞqa ,

{δ1, δ2}q̃a = Lv q̃a + (Rac − iιv(AH)ac)q̃
c + 1/2 ρq̃a − iq̃aΞ , (B.1)

and

{δ1, δ2}ψȧ = Lvψȧ − (R̄ȧ
ċψċ + iιv(AC)ȧ

ċ)ψȧ + ρψȧ + iΞψȧ + Eȧ ,
{δ1, δ2}ψ̃ȧ = Lvψ̃ȧ − (R̄ȧ

ċψ̃ċ + iιv(AC)ȧ
ċ)ψ̃ȧ + ρψȧ − iψ̃ȧΞ + Ẽȧ . (B.2)

On the r.h.s. of the above, we find the generators of various bosonic symmetries. These are

• conformal isometries generated by the conformal Killing vector

vµ = iξuu̇1 γµξ2,uu̇ ; (B.3)

• su(2)H⊕su(2)C R-symmetry transformations that act on undotted and dotted indices

with

Rac = i(ξ1,(a
u̇η2,c)u̇ + ξ2,(a

u̇η1,c)u̇) ,

R̄ȧċ = i(ξ1
u
(ȧη2,uċ) + ξ2

u
(ȧη1,uċ)) , (B.4)

and through the background connections (AH)ac and (AC)ȧ
ċ;

• dilatations, acting on fields with ∆ρ, where

ρ = i(ξuu̇1 η2,uu̇ + ξuu̇2 η1,uu̇) (B.5)

is the dilatation parameter and ∆ is the Weyl weight of the field;

• background gauge transformations with gauge parameter

Ξ = ξ1
u
(ȧξ2,uċ)Φ

ȧċ − ιv12A . (B.6)

The algebra closes on shell on the fermionic components of the hypermultiplet. In

fact, in (B.2), two additional terms appear, Eȧ and Ẽȧ, that vanish on the solutions of the

equations of motion for ψȧ and ψ̃ȧ. These terms can be eliminated for a certain choice of

Killing spinors ξaȧ, by the introduction of auxiliary fields Ga and G̃a and by an appropriate

modification of the supersymmetry variations, as described in section 2.
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C Details of the cohomological approach

In this appendix we outline the computation that leads to the cohomological construction

illustrated in section 3.

On the solutions of (3.7) and through the identities in (2.15), one can rewrite the

auxiliary term in the off-shell Lagrangian L as

G̃aGa = 4|v|−2X̄ ȧċ Υ̃ȧΥċ , (C.1)

where

Υȧ = γµξaȧDµq
a + ηaȧq

a − ξaċΦȧ
ċqa ,

Υ̃ȧ = γµξaȧDµq̃
a + q̃aηaȧ + ξaċq̃

aΦȧ
ċ . (C.2)

After some manipulation, one finds

G̃aGa = −L + div j , (C.3)

up to terms that cancel on the solutions of (2.10) and when setting ψȧ = ψ̃ȧ = 0. Here we

have introduced the vector field

jµ = |v|−2
(
εµνρvρXac(q̃

aDνq
c −Dν q̃

aqc)− 1/4 Dµ|v|2q̃aqa + 4X̄ ȧċξ(aȧγ
µξc)ėq̃

aΦė
ċq
c
)
.

(C.4)

Now, j is singular on Mv, but we assume it to be well defined on M \Mv.

Then, we consider

ιv(?L ) = ιvd(?j[) = (Lv − dιv)(?j
[) (C.5)

and notice that if

Lv(?j[) = 0 (C.6)

one can immediately conclude that

dv(?L + ιv?j
[) = 0 , (C.7)

where α1 = ιv?j
[ is now globally defined on M . The identity (C.6) can be proven by

enforcing

ιvF = −D(X̄u̇v̇Φ
u̇v̇) ,

ιv D Φȧċ = −4iξu(ȧη
uu̇Φċ)u̇ + iX̄u̇(ȧ[Φċ)v̇,Φ

u̇v̇] , (C.8)

and

ιv D qa = −2iξaȧηcȧq
c − iX̄ȧċΦ

ȧċqa ,

ιv D q̃a = −2iξaȧηcȧq̃
c + iX̄ȧċq̃

aΦȧċ , (C.9)

which come from (2.10) and (3.7).
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D BPS loci

In this appendix we look at the problem of finding the explicit solutions of the BPS equation

for both the background vector multiplet and the hypermultiplet.

D.1 Background vector multiplet

We start by considering the BPS equations (2.10) for the vector multiplet. We assume that

all solutions are in the Cartan subalgebra of g.

Combining (C.8) with the reality conditions (2.11) gives

Φ1̇1̇ = e−iϕΦ0,1̇1̇(θ, t) , (D.1)

Φ1̇2̇ = Φ1̇2̇(θ, t) , (D.2)

Φ2̇2̇ = e+iϕΦ0,2̇2̇(θ, t) , (D.3)

and

Fϕθ = 0 , ∂θ(sin θ(Φ0,1̇1̇ − Φ0,2̇2̇)) = 0 ,

Fϕt = 0 , ∂t(Φ0,1̇1̇ − Φ0,2̇2̇) = 0 . (D.4)

If we impose regularity at the poles, we find that

Φ0,1̇1̇ = Φ0,2̇2̇ . (D.5)

We can now plug these ansatze in (4.5) and find, still taking into account the reality

conditions on the fields,

Ftθ = 0 ,

D12 = 0 ,

D11 = D22 , (D.6)

together with

∂tΦ0,1̇1̇ + iβ ∂θΦ1̇2̇ = 0 ,

−i sin θ ∂tΦ1̇2̇ + β∂θ(sin θΦ0,1̇1̇) = 0 . (D.7)

The configuration where Φ0,1̇1̇ vanishes and Φ1̇2̇ is a real constant is the only solution of

the above that is regular everywhere.

D.2 Hypermultiplet

From (C.9), with the solutions (2.10), we find that the BPS configurations of the scalars

are such that

∂ϕq
a = 0 ,

∂ϕq̃
a = 0 . (D.8)
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With this ansatz for qa, one can then write down the full BPS equations δψȧ = δψ̃ȧ = 0

and adopt, for the background gauge multiplet, the BPS locus (4.5). By imposing the

reality conditions (2.16) one can eliminate the dependency from the auxiliary fields and find

(∂t − iζ)q+ + β csc θ ∂θq
− = 0 ,

(∂t − iζ∗)q− − β csc θ ∂θq
+ = 0 ,

(∂t + iζ)q̃+ + β csc θ ∂θ q̃
− = 0 ,

(∂t + iζ∗)q̃− − β csc θ ∂θ q̃
+ = 0 , (D.9)

where ζ is the g-valued constant defined in (4.6). Without loss of generality, we can take

R(ζ) to be diagonal.

The equations above have solutions7

q+(θ, t) =
∑
k∈Z

e−ikt
[
+u+,k cosh(ωk cos θ) + iv+,k sinh(ωk cos θ)

]
,

q−(θ, t) =
∑
k∈Z

e−ikt
[
+u−,k cosh(ωk cos θ)− iv−,k sinh(ωk cos θ)

]
,

q̃+(θ, t) =
∑
k∈Z

e+ikt
[
+u∗−,k cosh(ωk cos θ) + iv∗−,k sinh(ωk cos θ)

]
,

q̃−(θ, t) =
∑
k∈Z

e+ikt
[
−u∗+,k cosh(ωk cos θ) + iv∗+,k sinh(ωk cos θ)

]
, (D.10)

for

ωk = β−1|k + ζ| (D.11)

and constants u’s and v’s, such that

u−,k =
k + ζ

|k + ζ|
v+,k ,

v−,k =
k + ζ

|k + ζ|
u+,k . (D.12)

E Hypermultiplet partition function

As a check of the localization argument that leads to the one-dimensional theory (5.1),

we perform a direct computation of the partition function for the action in (2.6). Our

goal is to show that (2.6) generates the same partition function Z1d(ζ, ζ∗) as in (5.5), in

agreement with our claim that the contribution of the fluctuations around the localization

locus amounts to an overall constant.

We start by rewriting the on-shell lagrangian (2.12) as

Lon = q̃aBacqc + ψ̃ȧFȧċψċ , (E.1)

7To keep a clean notation, we avoid introducing additional indices. The fact that R(ζ) is diagonal makes

the interpretation of (D.10) particularly simple: for each component of q± and q̃± (and consequently of

their Fourier coefficients u±,k and u±,k) one should select the appropriate diagonal element of R(ζ).
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in terms of the differential operators

Bac = −εac
1

r2

(
4S2 +

d2

β2
− σ2

)
+ εau(γ3)uc

d

r2β
− δac

σ

r2
, (E.2)

Fȧċ = −εȧċ
i

r

(
/DS2 + γ3

d

β

)
+ εȧu̇(γ3)u̇ċ

iσ

r
, (E.3)

which depend on the background vector multiplet components (4.5). We have introduced

the shorthand

d = ∂t − ia , (E.4)

while with 4S2 and /DS2 we denote, respectively, the Laplace and the Dirac operator on

the unit 2-sphere.

To determine the spectrum of (E.2) and (E.3), one can decompose scalar and spinor

fields in terms of orthogonal bases formed by Fourier modes along the S1 and (spin-

weighted) spherical harmonics on S2. On such a base, the action of d, 4S2 and /DS2

is trivial. In particular, we remind the reader that a spherical harmonic of spin s,

Y
(s)
`,m(θ, ϕ) = (−1)m

√
(`+m)!(`−m)!(2`+ 1)!

4π(`+ s)!(`− s)!
sin2`(θ/2)

×
`−s∑
j=0

(
`− s
j

)(
`+ s

j + s−m

)
(−1)`−j+seimϕ cot2j+s−m(θ/2) , (E.5)

is defined for s, `, m half-integers, with s− ` and s−m integers, and with the constraints

` ≥ |s| and |m| ≥ `. Both 4S2 and /DS2 can be written in terms of raising and lowering

operators ð and ð̄. These act on a function f (s) of definite spin s with

ðf (s) = −(sin θ)+s
(
∂

∂θ
+

i

sin θ

∂

∂ϕ

)
[(sin θ)−s f (s)] ,

ð̄f (s) = −(sin θ)−s
(
∂

∂θ
− i

sin θ

∂

∂ϕ

)
[(sin θ)+s f (s)] . (E.6)

In particular,

ðY (s)
`,m(θ, ϕ) = +

√
(`− s)(`+ s+ 1) Y

(s+1)
`,m (θ, ϕ) ,

ð̄Y (s)
`,m(θ, ϕ) = −

√
(`+ s)(`− s+ 1) Y

(s−1)
`,m (θ, ϕ) . (E.7)

The partition function for the hypermultiplet can be expressed as

Zhyper = Zq Zψ (E.8)

in terms of the partition functions Zq and Zψ associated, respectively, with the bosonic and

the fermionic degrees of freedom in the (on-shell) multiplet. These come from taking the
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functional determinant of the differential operators (E.2) and (E.3). By taking the product

of the eigenvalues of (E.2) and (E.3), counted with their multiplicity in m, we find

Zq =
∏
ρ∈R

∏
k∈Z

∏
`∈N

[(
(k + ρ(a))2

r2β2
+
`2

r2
+
ρ(σ)2

r2

)(
(k + ρ(a))2

r2β2
+

(`+ 1)2

r2
+
ρ(σ)2

r2

)]−2`−1
(E.9)

and

Zψ =
∏
ρ∈R

∏
k∈Z

∏
`∈N+ 1

2

[
(k + ρ(a))2

r2β2
+

(`+ 1
2)2

r2
+
ρ(σ)2

r2

]2(2`+1)

. (E.10)

In the above, we set r = 1 to render the partition functions adimensional.

When combining the two, we obtain

Zhyper =
∏
ρ∈R

∏
k∈Z

β2

|k + ρ(ζ)|2
. (E.11)

The product over k can be regularized as in (5.13). The result,

Zhyper =
∏
ρ∈R

1

4| sin(πρ(ζ))|2
, (E.12)

agrees with the partition function (5.14) obtained from the one-dimensional theory.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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